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ABSTRACT

Introduction. Increasingly popular physician ranking websites have lately become a significant factor in choosing a physician.

Aim. The aim of this study was to establish the criteria by which patients assessed doctors on PRWs and which of these criteria were the most crucial during the general assessment of the physicians.

Material and methods. Selected narrative comments from two Polish PRWs: znanylekarz.pl and rankinglekarzy.pl were analysed on the basis of the following criteria: kindness and propriety, punctuality, communication with patients, condition and equipment of a doctor's office, length of the appointment, cost of the medical advice.

Results. Out of 4375 eligible comments kindness and propriety was assessed most frequently (3012 comments, 68.85%), next was communication, which was evaluated in 2343 comments (53.55%). Amongst the 3012 comments with assessed kindness and propriety, 77.66% (2339 comments) were described positively. In the group of comments with positively evaluated kindness and propriety 2230 comments (95.34 %) were generally positive. Furthermore, communication with patient was assessed in 2343 comments and in 1827 cases (77.98%) the assessment was positive. 1810 comments with positively evaluated communication were generally positive (99.07%).

Conclusions. There is a connection between the patients' positive assessment and physician's kindness, personal culture and communication skills; if physicians focus on the aforementioned abilities, it might lead to better physician perception, higher effectiveness of treatment and the lower number of potential law suits.
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Introduction

As of late, physician rating websites (PRWs) are becoming easily accessible and increasingly popular [1] as sources of information and comments on doctors and other health professionals [2, 3]. The number of assessed doctors is increasing [4], and in contrary to the anxiety expressed by the medical profession, the majority of comments is unambiguously positive [1, 5–7]. Moreover, various studies indicate that for many patients PRWs have become a significant factor in choosing a physician [8]. Likewise, similar changes can be noticed in Poland, where the Internet is starting to play an important part as a source of information on health, diseases, treatment, as well as the assistance in choosing a physician [9].

On the basis of the results of previous studies it can be assumed that the ability to establish a good relationship with a patient is significant [6]. In our opinion, although this thesis is true, it insufficiently describes dependencies between assessment of a doctor and his or her personality traits and communication skills. We state that both politeness and propriety as well as the skills in interpersonal communication are essential components of a good doctor-patient relationship. Proper relations between both sides have influence not only on patient’s compliance [10] and treatment results, but also on how a physician is perceived. In other words, we assumed the hypothesis that general patients’
assess the assessment of doctors depends on the physicians’ ability to build a relationship with patient.

The purpose of this study was to verify two important matters. The first aim of this study was to verify what exact features of a doctor or a medical service, apart from professional competence, determine if a patient’s comment on physician is negative or positive in general.

Secondly, we wanted to establish whether the obligation imposed by the Polish legislator in Article 31 Paragraph 1 of the Medical Profession Act of 5 December 1996 to provide a patient with full medical information is justified by patients’ actual expectations. Due to these regulations a doctor should inform a patient about: his or her state of health, diagnosis, proposed and available diagnostic and/or therapeutic methods, predictable results of application or abandonment of these methods, treatment results and prognosis.

In addition, our study should help identify areas where doctor-patient relationship difficulties are still persistent.

The accurate assessment of existing problems is going to be a first step in search of solutions, which may increase patient compliance, improve treatment results and consequently increase patients’ subjective satisfaction.

Material and methods

Narrative comments from two Polish PRWs were selected: znanylekarz.pl and rankinglekarzy.pl.

The analysed comments consisted of:
- comments on internists and pediatricians retrieved from znanylekarz.pl;
- comments on internists and gynaecologists retrieved from rankinglekarzy.pl;

Two different PRWs and a number of physicians with different medical specialties (internal medicine, gynaecology, pediatrics) were chosen to verify whether the results for each PRW and each medical specialty were comparable. If the results could be confirmed, it would suggest they are not dependent on the medical specialty nor the PRW.

Because of the large number of comments on each group of medical specialists and our intention to analyse every comment in each group on both PRWs, the study was limited to the physicians (from public and private healthcare) who practice medicine in Warsaw and its neighborhoods.

The comments from doctor profiles were included based on the following conditions:

2. at least 10 comments were assigned to the doctor’s profile by a website administrator.

Two of the authors independently analysed all the narrative comments from the doctor profiles which met the aforementioned requirements, provided the comment satisfied at least one criterion of comments analysis (CNCA, see “The criteria of narrative comments analysis”).

Therefore the comments from the following doctor profiles were excluded from the study:
- the profile did not appear in search results after typing in the phrases mentioned above.
- the profile had less than 10 comments assigned.

We resigned from the analysis of these comments in order to exclude random comments, those which seemed to be emotionally biased, those written by the physicians themselves, on their request or by their competitors.

After classification, the comments were reassessed and those not meeting the CNCA were rejected.

The excluded comments can be divided into three main groups:
1. comments containing technical data – these comments did not contain any assessment of a physician; they referred mainly to the issues like physician work hours, his or her current workplace or a phone number.
2. comments referring only to professional competence of the physician – these comments contained only the assessment of professional competence, including accuracy of diagnostic process and treatment. Comments made by patients assumed to have been unable to assess this sphere properly, due to the task being outside of their competence, were disqualified.
3. very brief comments – comments which did not contain any justification for included assessment.

The qualification process was presented on the Figure 1.

All the comments qualified were analysed on the basis of the criteria of narrative comments analysis (CNCA), which had been developed after the initial analysis of 80 comments. We established the following criteria of comment analysis:
1. Kindness and propriety
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1. Kindness and politeness, punctuality, communication with patients, condition and equipment of a doctor's office, length of the appointment, cost of the medical advice. For a detailed description of criteria of comment analysis see “Materials and methods.”

2. Punctuality
   (Did the physician arrive at the consulting room on time?)

3. Communication with patients
   (We assumed that communication was assessed in two situations: when the patient expressed his opinion on the general verbal and non-verbal communication skills of the physician [these were mostly the comments in which the patient stated whether physician talked with the patient, maintained eye contact] or when the patient described in depth doctor's communication skills, dividing them into one or more components [listening, explaining, asking questions]; in this case we assumed that the patient assessed general communication as well as in-depth communication).

3a. Listening
   (Did the physician listen carefully to the patient?)

3b. Explaining
   (Did the physician of their own will explain to the patient the pathophysiology of the disease? Did the doctor provide the patient with intelligible information about his or her state of health, diagnosis, proposed and available diagnostic and/or therapeutic methods, predictable results of application or abandonment of these methods, treatment results and prognosis.)

3c. Asking questions
   (Did the patient have an opportunity to ask questions during the medical appointment? Did the physician answer those questions?)

Figure 1. Qualification process
4. **Condition and equipment of a doctor’s office**  
(Was the doctor’s office clean? Was the equipment of good quality?)

5. **Length of the appointment**  
(Was the patient satisfied with the length of the medical appointment?)

6. **Cost of the medical advice**  
(Did the patient regard the cost of the medical advice as appropriate?)

Every qualified comment was analysed on the basis of the criteria mentioned above. If justification for the assessment which met the specific CNCA was found in a specific comment, then that assessment was qualified as positive or negative within a particular CNCA. It meant that the described by the specific CNCA aspect of medical practice was assessed respectively positively or negatively by the patient.

In our study we assumed that every comment could be qualified as:
- **generally positive** (a doctor who was assessed as very good or good on znanylekarz.pl or a doctor who received between 3,5/5 and 5/5 stars (< 5 and > 3,5 stars) on rankinglekarzy.pl);
- **generally negative** (a doctor who was assessed as weak or very weak on znanylekarz.pl or a doctor who received between 1/5 and 2,5/5 stars (> 1 and < 2,5 stars) on rankinglekarzy.pl);
- **generally neutral** (a doctor who was assessed as neutral on znanylekarz.pl or a doctor who received between 2,5/5 and 3,5/5 stars (< 3,5 and > 2,5 stars) on rankinglekarzy.pl).

If the comment was qualified to one of groups above, it meant that the general assessment of a physician in this comment was respectively positive, negative or neutral. As a result, the relation between the CNCA and a patient’s general assessment of a doctor could be verified.

**Results**

From December 2014 to January 2015 4 groups of narrative comments were initially analysed: 2616 comments on 142 gynecologists and 560 comments on 36 internists from PRW rankinglekarzy.pl and also 2192 comments on 113 internists and 2321 comments on 121 pediatricians from PRW znanylekarz.pl. Altogether 4375 (56.90%) comments met the criteria described in Methodology part and were included in the final analysis.

Out of 4375 eligible comments 3294 (75.39%) were generally positive, 1002 (22.90%) were negative and only 79 (1.81%) were neutral.

Every narrative comment was analysed according to CNCA described in Methodology. Amongst all 4375 eligible comments most (3012 comments, 68.85%) assessed kindness and propriety. Communication was evaluated in 2343 comments (53.55%). Another most frequently assessed aspect of medical appointment was its length which was mentioned in 317 comments (7.25%). It is necessary to emphasise that 759 (41.93%) out of 1810 comments regarding communication in general were focused on a physician’s ability to explain important matters concerning medical con-
ditions. They also mentioned the course of the appointment (Table 1).

In comments regarding internists and gynecologists, patients most often assessed kindness and propriety, then communication skills and then length of the appointment. By contrast, in comments concerning pediatricians communication with patient was the most frequently assessed aspect of the appointment, followed by kindness and propriety, and then length of the visit (Table 2).

Amongst the 3012 comments with assessed kindness and propriety, 77.66% (2339 comments) were described positively. In the group of comments with positively evaluated kindness and propriety 2230 comments (95.34%) were generally positive. Furthermore, communication with patient was assessed in 2343 comments and in 1827 cases (77.98%) the assessment was positive. 1810 comments with positively evaluated communication were generally positive (99.07%) (Figure 2).

**Discussion**

**Present literature**

Despite the growing popularity of PRWs amongst patients it appears that the researchers’ interest in this subject is modest. On 15.10.2014 we searched the PubMed database using phrases „physician rating sites“, „rating sites“, „physician rating websites“ and received 11, 20 and 23 search results respectively. In the Cochrane Library no results were found. Publications in the PubMed database focused e.g. on socio-

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Assessed element</th>
<th>Generally positive comments</th>
<th>Generally negative comments</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Assessed positively</td>
<td>Assessed negatively</td>
<td>Assessed positively</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gynecologists, rankinglekarzy.pl</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kindness and propriety</td>
<td>777</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communication with patient</td>
<td>579</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internists, rankinglekarzy.pl</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kindness and propriety</td>
<td>158</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communication with patient</td>
<td>103</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internists, znanyekarz.pl</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kindness and propriety</td>
<td>722</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communication with patient</td>
<td>507</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pediatrics, znanyekarz.pl</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kindness and propriety</td>
<td>573</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communication with patient</td>
<td>621</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 2.** Dependency between positive assessment of communication or kindness and the general evaluation of the doctor

---
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demographic analysis of PRW’s users [24] or on the analysis of physicians’ rating criteria on different websites [12]. Most of the studies we found originate from Germany, the United Kingdom and the United States of America. The majority of available literature was focused on scaled survey rating results [31, 32] and only few research papers concentrated on narrative comments analysis.

Studies focused on narrative comments analysis
During further online search, 5 studies concerning narrative comments analysis were retrieved. In the paper published in October 2014, Emmert et al. analysed 3 000 narrative comments about German general practitioners and specialists [25]. Authors investigated 1500 randomly selected narrative comments on general practitioners and 1500 comments on specialists posted on the German PRS – jameda. Researchers evaluated patients’ concerns mentioned in narrative comments and classified them into 50 different sub-categories from 3 main categories: physician, office staff, and practice. It is worth mentioning that the patient’s perception of the physician's professional competence was included in the analysis.

The main goal of the American study conducted by Lopez et al. was to list all elements concerning medical appointment found during analysis of 712 randomly selected narrative comments posted on PRWs [26]. Greaves et al. and Alemi et al. evaluated American and British patients’ online opinions using the artificial intelligence methods [27, 28]. Lagu and colleagues analysed patients’ text comments on hospitals posted in the first government-sponsored healthcare rating website – NHS Choices [29].

Most frequently assessed aspects
Outcomes of our study indicate, that regardless of doctor’s specialization most of patients’ concerns focus on: physician’s kindness and propriety, communication with patient, length of the appointment. Those concerns occurred in 66,85%, 53,55% and 7,25% of all eligible comments respectively. According to Emmert et al. patients in PRWs most frequently describe physician’s professional competence, then friendliness and caring attitude, and then time spent with the patient [25]. Information and communication are on 4th and 7th position in the list accordingly. As we can observe the main difference between our study and the German research lies in including patients’ perception of physician's competence in the analysis. Presumably, other discrepancies in frequency of particular patient’s concerns results from two issues. At first, it can be caused by differences between Polish and German patients. Secondly, our category "Communication with patient" is a combined point for plenty of aspects connected with communication (as described in "Methodology"). On the contrary, in the German study those aspects are separated in many different subcategories e.g. being taken seriously by a doctor or physician’s child-friendliness.

Furthermore, analysis of differences in results between medical specialties demonstrates that pediatricians’ communication with patients was evaluated more often than their kindness and propriety (Table 2). This discrepancy can be caused by the fact, that PRW users which comment on physicians from this exact specialty are mostly parents who pay heed to physician’s communication with children and clear explanation of their child’s medical condition.

Key factor – communication
As indicated before, patients in narrative comments posted in PRWs most frequently described kindness and propriety (66,85%) which in 77,66% of cases was assessed positively. If kindness and propriety was assessed positively, 95,34% of comments were generally positive (Figure 1). For communication this dependency was 99,07%. In other words if physician’s communication with a patient was assessed positively the predominant majority of comments were generally positive. These findings are substantial in the light of research signifying that proper doctor-patient communication results in improved patient’s satisfaction from contact with a medical professional [22, 30]. Fong Ha and Longnecker in their systematic review of literature pointed out studies which proved increased satisfac-
tion from the medical appointment, abridged hospitalization, quicker convalescence, decreased pain sensation and better adherence to treatment in patients with good communication with a physician \cite{30}. Bearing in mind this information, it is worth mentioning that public opinion poll carried out in 2014 indicates that only 54% of Polish people consider that patients in national healthcare system are treated with kindness \cite{16}.

Significance of explanation
Outcomes of our analysis demonstrate that amongst 1810 narrative comments concerning communication, most of the comments (41.93\%) were related to physician’s willing explanation of diseases’ patomechanisms and providing complete information about patient’s medical condition, possible therapeutic options and their adverse effects (Table 1). Also in the German study cited above, information was the most frequently assessed subcategory related to communication \cite{25}. Survey carried out amongst parents, whose children suffered from brachial plexus palsy during childbirth shows that poor communication and incomplete information correlated with more frequent malpractice litigations \cite{17}. Moreover, previous research indicated that physicians who were sued more often, tended to get more complaints concerning their communication with patient \cite{18, 19}.

Limitations of the study
Major limitation of the study is that it concerns only online comments which are posted by a specific group of patients that uses PRWs and cannot perfectly represent the general population. Moreover we only addressed comments on 3 medical specialties and it is possible that there are significant differences in other specialties. Moreover we analysed comments from two major polish PRWs therefore there is a possibility that analysis of other websites can bring divergent results. Further research on this field are needed.

Conclusion
The conducted study reached designated goals. Although the study results cannot be completely extrapolated to the general patients’ assessment of doctors, we claim that nevertheless the conclusions based on the studied PRWs are significant. Firstly it should be noticed that the majority of comments, which can be found on the studied PRWs, are positive and only few of them are neutral. Therefore PRWs can not be completely trusted as the source of information on a particular physician, because the majority of patients, who have a broadly defined neutral opinion and are neither very satisfied nor disappointed with the doctor, probably do not use PRWs.

The most important achievement is that, in our opinion, we managed to prove a connection between the patients’ positive assessment and physician’s kindness, personal culture and communication skills. We believe that this conclusion is significant, because it clearly indicates that the positive assessment of a doctor depends on his or her relationship with a patient. Moreover it implies that physicians should attach more importance to socio-psychological aspects of their practice and therefore the development of soft skills should be a vital part of medical training. In addition, our study demonstrated that, in many comments, parents referred to the importance of a good relationship between a doctor and a child; this matter should be particularly important to pediatricians.

We proved that, for patients, the most important parts of communication with a doctor were detailed explanation and providing full medical information; it should be particularly noted that this conclusion is completely consistent with current legal situation, which requires doctors to provide a patient with full medical information.

Our findings allow us to present a hypothesis that there is a connection between the constantly increasing number of lawsuits against physicians based on the presumed or actual violation of patients’ right to information, and the factual lack of full medical information in certain cases.

To sum up, kindness, politeness, and good communication with a patient might lead to better physician perception, higher effectiveness of treatment and the lower number of potential law suits. \cite{17–19, 30}.
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